
Berlin-based big data startup digitizes debt
collection process
Berlin - With the use of big data and machine learning, fintech startup PAIR creates a digital debt
collection process which increases repayment rates and turns debtors back into customers.

The development of PAIR was driven by fintech pioneer and former Kreditech CEO Sebastian Diemer. In
the development of ROSE (Realtime Online Settlement Engine), the fintech startup is being supported by
SimplyRational, a spin-off of the Max-Planck-Institute for Human Development in Berlin.

The debt collection process, so far, has been highly contradictory to modern online shopping behavior:
customers tend to order goods online and expect a fully digital payment process. The debt collection
process - once a payment is forgotten - still works completely analog and without customer centricity.

To receive higher repayment rates and turn debtors back into customers, PAIR focuses on addressing
people individually, smart repayment plans, and self-learning algorithm which assesses each situation of
a debtor individually.

“The PAIR process works with self-learning algorithms and creates the right communication content
for each debtor in real time. This content is then delivered in the best possible context to create an
online dialog with the customer. The automated analysis of reasons why a debtor was not able to
pay allows us to create fitting payment solutions.”

— Sebastian Diemer

How PAIR works:
Automated mediation with ROSE: The Real time Online Settlement Engine ‘ROSE’ enables a new
type of constantly evolving claims management. The digital dialog process is started automatically based
on the analysis of process data and customer histories. By using big data and self-learning algorithms,

https://pairfinance.com/


ABOUT FINLEAP

About FinLeap

FinLeap is a company builder specialized in the financial services industry and based in Berlin. The company’s
objective is the support of startups in establishing sustainable, customer-centric and technology-driven
businesses. FinLeap provides entrepreneurs with 0.5 - 5 million euros in seed funding and access to a strong
network of investors. Startups benefit from access to top talent, an integrated development platform, best practice
processes and extensive expertise in the financial services sector. So far, the Fintech ventures Savedo, Valendo,
BillFront and Clark have been launched with the help of FinLeap.

Über FinLeap

FinLeap ist ein auf die Finanzdienstleistungsbranche spezialisierter Company Builder mit Standort Berlin. Ziel ist
es, Gründer beim Aufbau nachhaltiger, kundenorientierter und technologiestarker Unternehmen zu unterstützen.
Dazu investiert FinLeap zwischen 0,5 - 5 Millionen Euro Seed Funding und öffnet das Netzwerk zu weiteren
Investoren. Dank eines Teams von erfahrenen Unternehmern und Experten profitieren die Start-ups vom Zugang
zu Top Talenten, einer integrierten Entwicklungsplattform, best practice Prozessen und umfangreicher Expertise
im Finanzdienstleistungsbereich. Bislang sind mit FinLeap beispielsweise die FinTech-Unternehmen Savedo,
Valendo, BillFront sowie Clark an den Start gegangen.

the success rate of debt collection increases with every case - and secures long term customer relations.
Multichannel approach: Customers don’t want communication via one channel anymore. As in online
shopping customers expect various payment options for online payments. With the multichannel
approach PAIR makes communication and payment process easier by eliminating media disruptions.
Privacy protection: The protection of data privacy is a top priority for PAIR: working according to strict
industry standards, all typical measures such as emergency concepts, physical access controls, and
data encryption are included in the PAIR process from day one.
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